WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT…
Infosec Practitioner: Bi-lingual Security Ambassador to the Board

OK.

So, maybe no one said you need to learn a new language to talk to the board.
Well, you do. When the board sees a competitor in the news for a businessending breach, they worry. They worry about bottom lines, lines of business, company
goals, and what it takes to keep security risks in check while they make bold business
decisions that will define the organization for the next generation.

The board wants reassurances that set them loose to oversee the business and make good
choices. You need to know what the board needs to know, and you need to provide it now.

“

“

Board members have no idea how your novel firewalling, malware-vaporizing, security flux
accelerator will solve the problem. Technology doesn’t instill confidence that you have it
covered. They’ll understand even less as their eyes glaze over when you go down in the
weeds and come back out with tech specs, data sheets, and an academic paper on your
next-gen, quantum-computing, extended-reality, distributed-ledger technology.

You need to relate, translate, and regurgitate
that prattle into board-ready, lay-people,
plain english. You need to align what you
do to secure the company with what the
company does to reach business nirvana.
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When board members see breaches plastered over the news, they think about criminal
hackers cashing in the business for bitcoin or some other cryptocurrency. When they ask
you what you’re doing about cybersecurity preparedness, you need to make sense when
you talk about dollars and the cyber dangers to the business as well as the risks that
afford the business new opportunities.
Paint the picture that you have equipped the company to stand up to any risk from cyber
threats while spending optimally to achieve the best possible outcome for the business.
Tell the board this:

“

“

WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT
CYBERSECURITY PREPAREDNESS?

A window of opportunity sits squarely
between spending too little on cyber
and spending too much. We pay what’s
needed to ease the risk of attacks, so we
don’t have to spend six times as much to
pick up the pieces later on.

You won’t be pulling that 6× number out of a hat, either. The cost of cybersecurity will top $1
trillion for the period between 2017 and 2021, while the cost of breaches will reach $6 trillion
by 2021, according to the 2018 Cybersecurity Market Report by Cybersecurity Ventures.
If the board needs you to dive deeper, you can offer this: “If we spend too little and a
breach happens, we could end up spending 6× that figure on putting things back together.
If we spend too much and a breach doesn’t happen, or isn’t that bad, then we have robbed
the business of money it needed to achieve business goals. Spending that just-right
amount is the best policy every time.”
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BREACHES, DEATH,
AND TAXES
Your business counts on your secret sauce. Cyber threats put it at risk. Say this: “We
put a wide margin between our secret sauce and the risks that threaten it. There is no
guesswork here. We know the risks. We use business rules, industry standards, and best
practices to ease the risk that holes in technology and imperfections in people will allow
our intellectual property to escape into the world, or into a criminal’s hands.”
Risks change. You’re proactive, so tell the board that. Reassure them by saying: “We keep
our finger on the pulse of cyber risks. We know when something in the threat-landscape
changes. We are ready to change with it. Cybersecurity is a living, evolving process that we
steer to limit bad risks so the business can take advantage of good risks.” Boards understand
people more than technology. You can tell them:

“

“

Our security expertise is our best asset. I set
the tone for security. I take ownership of the
challenges and the responsibility for meeting
them. Everyone in my chain of command
follows that lead and brings their best game
to address the threat of the moment.
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There are three things for sure: breaches, death, and taxes. A big chunk of the security risk
lies in how the world views the company after a breach. Improve the board’s outlook with
this understanding: “Yes, it’s true that it’s not if but when criminal hackers will break us open.
The good news is that we’re doing everything to protect the crown jewels. Getting it right is
the most strategic use of cybersecurity. When a breach happens, we’ll have the right tools to
face it head-on. That way, any negative attention goes to the criminal hacker, not to us.”
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WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT
DATA PRIVACY?
Boards know consumers are the reason the business has any business
in the first place. Customers defend their privacy rights ferociously.
Consumer information is valuable to the company, too; it’s also a risk.
It’s a balancing act to serve the company and consumers well, yet keep
private data secure. You can offer this statement to assure the board
that you’re performing this feat:

“

“

We follow industry standards, business rules,
and best practices that govern the whole life of
consumer information, from the time we collect
it until the time we delete it. And we delete it
once it has outlived its usefulness—whenever it
becomes a greater liability than it is an asset.

The board wants reassurances that set them loose to oversee the business and make good
choices. You need to know what the board needs to know, and you need to provide it now.
When board members ask you what the company is doing to keep tabs on data privacy,
they are often couching several more hidden questions. Based on information from the
NACD’s BoardTalk blog, you need multiple answers.
In one couched question, the board wants to know how you limit the degree to which the
business is exposed to data privacy risks in terms of coin. Clothe your explanation with
these remarks: “The dollar value of the worst data privacy event we can foresee is $4 million.
We have reduced the likelihood of that event with a data privacy strategy and best practices
that govern how we collect, store, log, use, protect, audit, and delete consumer information.”
The board wants to hear that you’re keeping privacy regulators happy. Encourage them
with this account: “We routinely collect evidence of compliance with data privacy laws for
privacy regulators. These proofs include the results of audits.”
The board also wants to know that data privacy isn’t going to make your costs soar.
Deflate their fears with this response: “We are meeting privacy requirements while staying
on budget for our privacy strategy, so we can achieve our privacy goals and initiatives
which support the larger business and its goals.”
The board needs to know that your data privacy strategy aligns with the broader business
strategy. You can confirm it in this way: “We orchestrate our data privacy strategy in
harmony with developing privacy regulations and the business roadmap going forward.
The company’s privacy organization has ample resources to support its growth as data
privacy concerns grow and change.”
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WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT NEW
REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS?

“

Whatever regulatory nightmares are keeping board members feeling fearful, this pattern
of answers will soothe them. Start by presenting the company as a compliance leader.
Point up the company’s ethical prowess like this:

“

We have a culture of compliance. We often
exceed new regulatory requirements through
our natural affinity for sound ethics and
responsible behavior. We bake compliance
into everything we do.

The board needs you to show that you know what you’re facing. Fill them with confidence
with this reply: “With help from legal, we understand the new regulatory requirements. We
know what the governing bodies will penalize.”
Then, show that you’re smart with your spending on compliance. Validate your financial savvy
with these facts: “We’ve reviewed our compliance initiatives. We know how we meet new
requirements with existing initiatives so that we won’t raise costs by duplicating our efforts.”
You can demonstrate ROI for existing initiatives that meet new regulatory requirements
by putting forward this delightful tidbit: “Because we don’t duplicate efforts that already
address new requirements, we save the business money. This makes it easier for us to
cover the costs of any new compliance initiatives we do undertake.”
You should confirm that you are timely with compliance projects and that your success is
assured. Cue the board’s relief with these validations: “We have projects in place to make
the necessary additions/changes to our efforts by the deadlines that regulating bodies
set. We have the time, resources, and buy-in we need and the means to confirm our
success. Our progress in complying with new regulatory requirements is in line with, or
exceeds that of, our peers. All this gives the business a competitive edge by instilling faith
in new customers, which converts new laws from obstacles into business advantages.”
Finally, demonstrate that you can keep the company out of noncompliance. Win their
approval with these affirmations: “We are in a position to audit everything to ensure we
can prove our compliance. We have a good working relationship with both state and
federal regulators.”
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WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT
MEASURING OUR SECURITY
EFFECTIVENESS?
We have talked about spending the right coin on cyber. Measuring security
effectiveness is about whether we spent it on the right solutions, and whether
we did the right things with the solutions we already had. You can start by
connecting dollars spent on cybersecurity with dollars saved. You save
dollars when you ease the likelihood or severity of a security risk event, such
as a breach. You can relate cybersecurity expenses to savings like this:

“

“

We connect the dots between where the money
goes towards cybersecurity and where the savings
appear. The savings surface when the level of risk goes
down. Risk goes down when a breach is less likely to
happen, and when the severity of a breach is not as
bad as it would have been without the cybersecurity
measures we already have in place.
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You could say something like this: “Since we started spending $100,000 on ABC security
product, our risks for XYZ security event have dropped by 30 percent. With that drop in
cyber risk, we can afford to take more rewarding business risks over here. Those risks
will let us innovate our way above our competitors.”
You could also give similar answers, such as, “Since we started spending $100,000 on
ABC security product, the rate of growth of XYZ risk has slowed significantly” or “…our
cybersecurity risk is less than that of our peers who don’t use ABC security product.”
You could use a familiar example from the news to show that you protect the business
as it moves forward with specific business plans. Strengthen the board’s resolve with
this inspiring contrast: “Because we have greatly reduced the risk of a breach of user
accounts, we have also become more confident that we won’t suffer the same fate as
Yahoo when faced with mergers and acquisitions.”
If you’re engaging employees with programs that reward them for reporting security
issues, you should use metrics that establish improvements in security as a result.
This phrasing captures your progress: “Six months into the employee security rewards
program, the number of reported issues, incidents, and concerns has risen.” If this ties
in with other metrics, such as improvements in risk reduction, say so. You can then
draw this kind of conclusion: “There’s a positive relationship between the success of the
rewards program and the overall reduction in security risk.”
There are certain essential time metrics that the board will always be happy to hear,
according to the article “Security metrics you need for the board,” by CSO magazine. If it
takes less time to detect an attack, intrusion, or breach than it did before, then that is a
security win. You can celebrate with this assertion: “On average, it used to take months
to detect a breach. Now it takes only hours/days. Detection speed helps us get back to
business more quickly.”
If you’re fixing breaches faster once you find them, that’s just as important. Promptly
report that “It used to take X hours to fix a breach; now it takes only Y hours. That also
helps us get back to business sooner.”
If you can add on remarks about dollars saved, do it. You can close with this clincher: “By
reducing the time it takes to find a breach, we saved X dollars in potential damage. By
reducing the time to fix it, we saved Y dollars in downtime.”
You need to show that improvements in cybersecurity align with increases in
productivity. Thrill the board with this tie-in: “Decreases in the security risk for Y correlate
with increases in productivity for Z.”
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WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT
VENDOR RISK MANAGEMENT?

“

Third-party breaches lead to damaged reputations, which send customers running for
cover. Boards need to know you avoid vendors that carry too much risk. Clarify your
precautions with this:

“

We know the risk to the business from
potential vendors. If the risk is too high, we
don’t engage with them. We use business
processes and smart technology to sort
through vendors and identify their risks to
find the best providers for the company.

Boards need to know you have vendor risk under control. Comfort them with these
comments: “Vendors are unique. We use business rules and controls tailored to the risks
of each vendor we engage. We monitor them continuously and audit them regularly in
case their risks change. When their risks increase or new risks appear, we address these.”
You need to confirm that vendor risk management is a global effort. You can say: “We
address vendor risk in foreign countries with the help of legal counsel with expertise in
their laws, cultural norms, and business ethics.”
You need to assure the board that you have vendor security in hand. Calm them with
this commonsense rationale: “We use contracts to ensure that our vendors apply
the same security measures that we do. We confirm that they continue to use these
measures effectively.”
According to “How to Use Fourth Party Insight to Know Your Vendor’s Real Risk,” by
SecurityScorecard, you need to pay attention to supply-chain risks. When the fourth-party
vendors that serve your vendors present dangers, you can have contracts in place to
address these, too. Translate it for the board like this: “We extend controls and security
to fourth parties, so that risks in the supply chain don’t become a path to our data for
criminal hackers.”
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WHAT ARE WE DOING ABOUT
INCIDENT/BREACH RESPONSES?
The many security incidents that occur demand that you have an incident response
plan. Otherwise, business continuity and business goals suffer. You can assure the
board by saying this:

“

“

The faster we recover, the less likely we are to appear
in the news. Thanks to an excellent incident response
plan, we’re ready to make a quick recovery. Our incident
response plan is effective and will put us in a good light
during a security event, so we look good doing it.

And you can add the following: “We watch how our peers prepare for attacks and breaches.
We learn from their mistakes and close any gaps we have accordingly. We’re in a better
position to recover and minimize the damage of a breach than our peers are. This advantage
is competitive as we’ll win more business than our peers who don’t recover as well.”
Lay out how you rank and respond to threats like this: “We’re looking at what threatens
our lines of business. We measure the magnitude of those threats. Some threats are
more likely to happen, yet are less severe, while others are more punishing. We prioritize
readiness to respond to the most likely, and most severe, incidents first. That’s what
best practices tell us to do, so that’s how we do it. When a crisis hits, we establish the
fierceness of the incident and act accordingly.”
You can further say: “Our incident response plan aligns with real-world scenarios and
risks. We run simulations where we respond as we would in an actual event to see what
happens. We catch our mistakes during simulations, and we learn about risks we didn’t
know we had. We correct everything there, so our mistakes and omissions don’t happen
when a crisis hits. A well-orchestrated response is a business victory. It’s a case study
that shows how well we respond in a crisis. Ultimately, that’s good PR.”
As an add-on, you can say: “Our incident response process minimizes the damage and
ensures we have everything we need to investigate what happened.”
Confirm that your incident response plan is robust. Declare: “Our plan accounts for all
the resources we need to respond to an incident and how we will use those resources.”
The board likes to hear about progress. Bring them up to speed with these insights: “We
measure our performance from one security incident to the next, and we can demonstrate
that our performance in response to incidents is improving. These improvements give the
business the courage and boldness required to invest in the future.”
You can also show how you keep regulators happy regarding your incident response. Satisfy
the board with these specifics: “We’re meeting the challenges of providing important breach
notifications to consumers promptly, which is an important regulatory concern relative to
incident response. We’re disclosing conclusions about the effectiveness of our disclosure
controls and procedures to the SEC, as required by the SEC.”
There are other ways you can demonstrate how incident response keeps the company
out of the news around security events. Set up the problem—and your solution—
with these words: “We know from the news that criminal hackers breach the same
company repeatedly when they don’t prepare themselves; this exposes an alarming
number of records in consecutive breaches. We use the findings of incident-response
investigations to determine what we need to update or change, so the same breach
doesn’t happen twice. These investigations give us a competitive advantage because we
won’t be in the news for criminal hackers breaching us twice in the same way.”
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ARMING THE BOARD FOR BETTER
BUSINESS DECISIONS
The board doesn’t know what they don’t know about how well you’ve poised the company
to handle cybersecurity, data privacy, regulatory requirements, security success metrics,
vendor risk management, and incident response. It’s likely they might not know how to
construct the questions they need to ask to get this information.
You need to know the questions and the answers they need. When you can translate
what you’ve accomplished, and what you continue to do, to protect your organization into
words they can understand, you free them up to make bold, influential decisions to steer
the future of the business.
The board needs that freedom, and you have the power to give it to them. Adopt the right
phrase, and you turn the key that unlocks the board’s most promising leadership potential.
And yours as well.
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